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Quantitative properties of convex representations

Andres Sambarino

Abstract. Let T be a discrete subgroup of PGL(d, M). Fix a norm || || on Rd and let Nr (t) be

the number of elements in T whose Operator norm is < t. In this article we prove an asymptotic
for the growth of Nr (0 when t -> oo for a class of T's which contains, in particular, Hitchin
representations of surface groups and groups dividing a convex set of P(M^). We also prove
analogue counting theorems for the growth of the spectral radii. More precise Information is

given for Hitchin representations.

Mathematics Subject Classification (2010). 22E40, 37D20.
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1. Introduction

Let M be a simply connected complete manifold of sectional curvature K < — 1

and T be a torsion-free discrete co-compact group of isometries of M. This work
consists in studying specific quantitative properties of certain representations p: T ->
PGL(rf,R).

Recall that T is a hyperbolic group, its boundary 3T is identified with Af's geo-
metric boundary, and that 3 T has a natural structure of compact metrizable space
Coming from some Gromov distance (see Ghys-de la Harpe [11]).
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Definition 1.1. We say that an irreducible representation p: T -> PGL(J,R) is

strictly convex if there exists a p-equivariant Holder continuous map

ß,V): ar^P(R^)xGrrf_1(R^),

whereGr^-^R^) is the Grassmannian of hyperplanes of Rrf, such that § (x) ©
rj{y) whenever x / j.

We show in Lemma 5.1 that strictly convex representations are proximal, that is,

every element p(y) is a proximal matrix. This implies (cf. Corollary 5.2) that for
each x e dF one has £ (x) C r/(x), and that the equivariant map (£, rj) is necessarily
unique.

Among strictly convex representations we find the following.

Deformations of hyperbolic manifolds in projective structures. A consequence
of the work of Koszul [14] and Benoist [4] is that if T is the fundamental group
of a closed hyperbolic manifold of dimension d — 1 and p: T -> PGL(J,R) is a

deformation of the embedding T C PSO(d — 1,1)°^ PGL(d, R), then p(r) leaves

invariant an open convex set Q of P(R^), and the quotient p(T)\Q is a compact
manifold. This gives an identification £: 9T -> dQ C R(R^).

Benoist [3] has shown that Q is strictly convex and its boundary dQ is of class
C1+0\ The identification £ and the tangent space of dQ at £ (x),

rj: dT ^ GTd-!(Rd),

are thus p-equivariant and Holder. Since dQ is strictly convex we have R^ £ (x) 0
rj (y) if x ^ y. These deformations are always irreducible and Zariski-dense when
the deformation is non-trivial. Hence we have that p: T —PGL(d, R) is a strictly
convex representation.

Groups dividing a convex set of R (R^). These examples contain the former but we
treat them separately because they do not fall exactly in our terminology. Neverthe-
less, the methods of this article apply directly to this setting.

Consider some open convex set Q of P(R^) and Q its closure. Suppose that

R(L)n£2 0for some hyperplane V ofR^. Assume there exists a discrete subgroup
T of PGL(d, R) that leaves Q invariant. The action of T on Q is necessarily properly
discontinuous, and we assume it is also co-compact.

Benoist [3] has shown that if Q is strictly convex then dQ is C1+a and the group
T is hyperbolic in the sense of Gromov. Following the last example one finds that
T C PGL(d, R) is strictly convex.

Hitchin representations of surface groups. Let £ be a closed orientable hyperbolic
surface and let tti(£) c PGL(2,R) be its fundamental group. Labourie [15] has

shown that if p: tti(£) —PGL(J,R) is a deformation of the unique irreducible
morphism (up to conjugacy) PGL(2,R) —PGL(J,R), then p is irreducible and
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there exists a p-equivariant Holder map £: 3tti (£) -> JZ" where JZ" is the space of
complete flags of Rd. He shows that this curve is a Freuet curve: for x e dit\ (£) set

£; (x) to be the i -th space of the flag £ (x), then if d d\ H V and x\,..., x^
are pairwise distinct, then

k

(*i),
1

and if n n\ + • • • + < d, then

k

lim (a,) £„(:v).
{xt)^x Y

The first condition implies that, by considering the first and last coordinate of £,

£ := £i and rj := £</, one obtains a strictly convex representation.

Composition. If p: T -> PGL(p?,R) is a Zariski-dense Hitchin representation
then the composition of p with some irreducible representation A: PGL(t/,R) —

PGL(k, R) is strictly convex.
Fix a norm || || inR^ (not necessarily Euclidean). For an element g G PGL(t/,R)

we dehne its norm ||g|| as the Operator norm of some lift g e GL(d, R) such that

detg G {—1, +1}. In the same way one can dehne the spectral radius of g, since
these quantities do not depend on the choice of the lift.

The main goal of this article is to prove the following result, a direct consequence
of Theorem A below.

Corollary (of Theorem A). Let p: T —PGL(d, R) be a strictly convex representation.

Then there exist positive real numbers h and c such that

cR~h#{y e T: ||/o(y)|| < ^ 1

when R goes to infinity.

The constant h is independent of the norm chosen and is thus invariant under

conjugation of p by elements of PGL(d, R). This follows from the fact that any two
norms in R^ are equivalent.

We shall now State the stronger result from which the corollary is deduced. The

dynamics of each y e T on 3T is of type north-south, i.e., y has exactly two hxed
points, y+ and y_, and the basin of attraction of y+ is 3T — {y_}.

Theorem A shows that these hxed points are well distributed on 3T. Denote by
C(X) the space of continuous real functions over some space X and by C*(X) its
dual space.
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Theorem A. Let p: T -> PGL(d, R) be a strictly convex representation. Then there

existpositive real numbers h and c and two probabilities /x and ß ondT such that

ce~ht E Sy_ (8) <5y+ -> /x (8) /x

yeT: log \\p(y)\\<t

when t -> oo, in C*(9r x 9T).

The previous corollary is deduced from Theorem A by considering the constant
function equal to 1 and the change of parameter t log R.

For a matrix g e PGL(d, R) denote by X\(g) the logarithm of the spectral radius

of g. An element g of a given subgroup G is primitive if it can not be written as a

positive power of another element of G.

Theorem B. Let p: T -> PGL(d, R) be a strictly convex representation. Then there
exists a positive real number h such that

hte~ht#{[y] G [F] primitive: X\(p(y)) <t}^\
when t -> oo, where [r] is the set of conjugacy classes of T.

The constant h is the same for both Theorems A and B. Theorem A, inspired by
Roblin's work [24], implies the following corollary which explains how attractive
lines of p(T) are distributed in P (R^). Write g+ for the attractive line of a proximal
matrix in PGL(d, R).

Corollary. Let p: T —PGL(d, R) be a strictly convex representation. Then there

exist positive real numbers h and c and a probability v onP (R^) such that

che~ht J2 5pM+ v

yeT: log \\p(y)\\<t

when t oo.

The probability v in the above corollary is non-atomic, ergodic for the action of
p(F) and its support generates Rd. Moreover v verifies a Patterson-Sullivan property,
namely: for every yeT one has

d(p(y}*v)/|p(yMyÄ
dv V || i> || /

We now turn our attention to hyperconvex representations introduced by Labourie
in [15]. Fix some real semi-simple algebraic non-compact group G and denote by P a

minimal parabolic subgroup. Write & — G/P \ the set & is called the Furstenberg
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boundary of the Symmetrie space of G. The produet JZ" x jZ" has a unique open
G-orbit, which we shall call 31

For example, when G PGL(d, R) the set & is the set of complete flags of Rd,
i.e., families of subspaces {Vi}f=0 such that V\ C L/ + \ and dim V\ — i \ and the set
32 jZ" is the set of flags in general position, i.e., pairs {Vi} and {Wi} such that for every
i one has

Vi © wd-i rT
Definition 1.2. We say that a representation p: T -> G is hyperconvex if it admits a

Holder continuous equivariant map £: 3T -> & such that whenever x ^ y in 3T,
the pair (£(x), £(y)) belongs to 32J^.

As mentioned before, Labourie [15] has shown that Hitchin representations of
surface groups into PGL(d, R) provide examples of hyperconvex representations.

The same method for proving Theorems A and B yields the following result.
Denote by a a Cartan subalgebra of G's Lie algebra q, and let a: G -> a be the
Cartan projection. Fix some Weyl Chamber a+ and denote by X: T -> a+ the Jordan

projection.
Benoist [2] introduced the limit cone JZa of a Zariski-dense subgroup A of G as

the closed cone containing {A(g) : g e A}. He has shown that this cone is convex
and has non-empty interior. We shall consider also the dual cone

:={<pea* :<p\jeA>0}.

For a hyperconvex representation write for its limit cone and 2Sfp* for its dual

cone.

Theorem C (Theorems 7.8 and 7.13). Let p\V—>Gbea Zariski-dense hyperconvex

representation and consider cp in the interior of J£*. Then there exists hy > 0

such that
h(pteh(pt#{[y] G [F] primitive: <p(X(py)) < t} 1.

Moreover there exists c^ > 0 such that

C(peh(pt#{y G T: <p(a(py)) < t} ^ 1.

Ofparticular interest is the following corollary for PGL (d, R). The Cartan algebra
is

v ,vd) eRd : vx 1-^^=0}
and the Weyl Chamber a+ {v G a : v\ > • • • > vd}. The linear form cp: v R,

<p(v= vi -vd,
is strictly positive on the Weyl Chamber (except at {0}) and thus with the change of
parameter t log R one obtains the following.
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Corollary. Let E be a closed orientable surface of genus > 2 and let p: n\(E) ->
PGL(J, R) be a Hitchin representation. Then there exists h 1 > 0 such that

h\R~hl log7^#{[y] e [jti(E)] primitive : < R} -> 1,
^min vP/ /

w/zen R ^ oo where XmSLX(g) (resp. Amin(g)) denotes the modulus of g's maximal
(resp. minimal) eigenvalue. Moreover, for some fixed Euclidean norm || || on R^,
there exists c > 0 such that

cR~hl#{y e tti(S): ||/o(y)|| ||p(y_1)|| £ -> 1

when R —> oo.

Remark. If one assumes that p{it\ (E)) is Zariski-dense in the above corollary, then
the result is a direct consequence of Theorem C, if not, it is a consequence of our
method since Hitchin representations are irreducible (Labourie [15]). In fact, the

corollary holds for any strictly convex representation.

Theorem C has a non-trivial consequence for the orbital counting problem on the

Symmetrie space of G. Let X be this Symmetrie space, o some point on X and dx
the induced distance for a G-invariant Riemannian metric on X. For a subgroup A
of G set

log#{g e A : dx
h a lim sup

s^oo S

We then show the following:

Corollary (Corollary 7.15). Let p: T —G be a Zariski-dense hyperconvex
representation. Then there exists C > 0 such that

e-hP(T)t#{y G T : dx(o)< < C

for every t large enough.

In [25] we give an asymptotic for the orbital counting problem for hyperconvex
representations.

Counting problems in higher rank geometry have been studied for lattices and

for Schottky groups. In the case of lattices Eskin-McMullen [10] find an asymptotic
for the growth of #{g e A : dx(o, go) < t}. This asymptotic is (up to a constant)
the volume of the ball of radius t in X (for the Haar measure) and thus contains a

polynomialterm. Similarresults tothose ofEskin-McMullen [10] have been obtained

independently by Duke-Rudnick-Sarnak [9]. Gorodnik-Oh [12] prove adistribution
theorem (in the spirit of Theorem A) for lattices for an orbit on the Symmetrie space.

For Schottky groups the asymptotic equivalence of #{g e A : dx(o, go) < t} is

shown by Quint [23] to be exponential with no polynomial term. For these groups
there is also a distribution theorem due to Thirion [29].
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In Margulis' thesis [18] the following principle appeared: one should prove a

mixing property for an appropriate dynamical System to obtain a counting result. In
Eskin-McMullen's work [10] it is the mixing property of the action of the Cartan

group that is needed. This principle is also applied by Roblin [24] and by Thirion
[29].

In this work we still exploit the relation with dynamical Systems but in a slightly
different manner. We find a symbolic flow and apply counting theorems for periodic
orbits dueto Parry-Pollicott [19] and the spatial distribution ofthese duetoBowen [7].

Method and techniques. Recall that we have identified the boundary of the group
T with the geometric boundary of M. Set B : 3TxMxM R to be the Busemann
function of Af, i.e., if x e dT and p,q e M then

Bx(p,q)= lim d(p,z)
Z^X

Using the Busemann function one constructs a homeomorphism between TlM,
the unitary tangent bündle of Af, and 32T x R, where

32T {(x, y) e dT x dT : x ^ y}.

In order to do so one fixes some point o e M and to (p, v) e TlM one associates

(p,v) i-> (v-oo,Voo,BVoQ(p,o))

where v-oq and Vqq are the origin and end points in 3T of the geodesic through p
with speed v. This is called the Hopfparametrization of the unitary tangent bündle.

Some key facts are that the action of an isometry g ofM is read via this parametrization

as

g(x, y,t) (gx, gy, t —By(o,g~lo)),

and that the geodesic flow is now the translation flow on 32T x R.

Hopfs parametrization also shows that invariant measures of the geodesic flow
are in correspondence with T-invariant measures on 32T.

Patterson-Sullivan's measure on 3T induces a T-invariant measure on 32T whose

corresponding measure in T \T1M is the measure of maximal entropy of the geodesic
flow. This fact is of particular importance in Roblin's work [24] where he obtains

counting theorems in the negative curvature case.

The main idea of this work is then to construct a flow in a similar fashion to
Hopfs parametrization, considering an appropriate cocycle, and give a description
of its measure of maximal entropy. We now explain how this flow is built.

Consider some Holder cocycle c: f x 3f —R, i.e., c verifies

c(YoYi>x) c(Yo,Yi*) + c(Yi>x)
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for every pair y0, y\ G T; and c(y, •) is Holder continuous for every y e F (the same

exponent is assumed for every y).
The basic example of a Holder cocycle is the Busemann cocycle

(y,x) i ^ Bx(

However, when one has a strictly convex representation p: T -> PGL(J,R) with
equivariant map §: 9F —> P(R^), for each norm || || on Rd one has the following
cocycle of particular interest to us:

<»/•>>, IIpOOVII
ßi(y,x) log

where v e %(x) — {0}.
We are interested in underStanding T's action on 32f x R via any cocycle c,

y(x, y, t) (yx, yy, t - c(y, y)),

and give conditions to obtain the translation flow in the quotient T\d2T xl.
The periods of a Holder cocycle c are defined as lc(y) c(y, y+), where y+ is

the attractive fixed point of y, and the exponential growth rate of c is defined as

log #{[y] g [T] : £c(y) <
hc := lim sup

s->oo S

where [y] is the conjugacy class of y.
For example, the period |y | of y G T for Busemann's cocycle is the length of the

closed geodesic associated to y, and its exponential growth rate coincides with the

topological entropy of the geodesic flow.
We then show the following:

Theorem (The reparametrizing Theorem 3.2). Consider a Holder cocycle c: T x
3T —R such that hc G (0, oo). Then the action of T on 32T x R via c is proper
and co-compact. Moreover, the translation flow

flt • r\32r x R (5, flt{x, y, s) (x, y,s — t),

is conjugated to a Holder reparametrization of the geodesic flow onT\Tl M. It is

topologically mixing and its topological entropy is hc.

This result is cohomology invariant, that is, if one adds to c a cocycle of the form
(y, x) U(yx) — U(x) for some function U: 3T ^ R, the Statement of the theorem
does not change. Namely because with the function U one constructs T-equivariant
homeomorphisms from one space to the other.
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Analysis on the cocycle ß\ defined before and this theorem will imply Theorem B
and the first item of Theorem C. In order to prove Theorem A (and the second item
of Theorem C) further analysis of the flow xj/f is needed. Mainly because it is a fixed
cocycle we are interested in, and not only its cohomology class.

When a Holder cocycle has finite and positive exponential growth rate, Ledrappier
[16] has shown the existence of a Patterson-Sullivan measure associated to it, i.e., a

probability /x on 3 T such that

— (x) e~hcc{y~l,x)
^

dpi

A dual cocycle of c is a Holder cocycle c: T x 3T -> R such that the periods
^c(y) 4(y-1). A Gromovproduct for a pair of dual cocycles {c, c} is a function
h '\{c,c}: 92T -> R such that for every y e T and (x, y) e 32T one has

yy]{c,c} - [x, y]{C,c) -<r(y, *) + c(y, y)).

It is a consequence of the work by Ledrappier [16] (and we shall explain this

below) that given a Holder cocycle c there exists a dual cocycle c and a Gromov
product for the pair {c, c}.

We can now describe the measure of maximal entropy of the translation flow \j/t.

Theorem (The reparametrizing Theorem 3.2). Consider a Holder cocycle c with
hc G (0, oo), a dual cocycle c and a Gromov product [•, •] for the pair {c, c}. Denote

by /x and ß the Patterson-Sullivan 'sprobabilitiesfor the cocycles c and c respectively.
Then the measure

e~hc^'^ß <g> fji <g> ds

is T-invariant on 32T x I (for the action T r>32Txl via c) and induces (up to a

constant) \j/t 's probability ofmaximal entropy on the quotient T\d2T x R.

Theorems A and the second item of Theorem C are consequences of these two
theorems by using appropriate cocycles, the key point is the following proposition
which sets strictly convex (and hyperconvex) representations in the context of Holder
cocycles with finite and positive exponential growth.

Let p: T PGL(d, R) be a strictly convex representation with equivariant map
§: 3F —> P(R^). Fix some norm || || on R^ and consider the cocycle

<»/•>>, IIpOOVII
ßi(y,x) log

for some v G £(x) — {0}.

Proposition (Proposition 5.4). Let p: T —PGL(t/,R) be a strictly convex representation,

then the period ß\ (y, y+) is X\{py) i.e., the logarithm ofthe spectral radius
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°fP(y)> and the exponential growth rate ofthe cocycle ß\ isfinite and positive, that
is to say,

log#{[y] e [r] : h(p(y))lim sup
s->oo S

belongs to (0, oo).

Section 2 is devoted to the study of reparametrizations of Anosov flows. This
allows us to apply counting theorems for hyperbolic flows in our setting. In Section 3

we study Holder cocycles with finite positive exponential growth rate. We prove
there the reparametrizing Theorem 3.2. In Section 4 we study consequences of
Parry-Pollicott's prime orbit theorem and Bowen's spatial distribution result for a

general cocycle. In Section 5 we show the above proposition. Section 6 is devoted

to the proof of Theorems A and B. Finally, in the last section we study hyperconvex
representations and prove Theorem C.

Acknowledgements. Without Jean-Franqois Quint's guidance and discussions this
work would have never been possible. The author is extremely grateful for this. He
would also like to thank Thomas Roblin for useful discussions concerning his work
and Matias Carrasco for discussions on hyperbolic groups.

2. Cross sections and arithmeticity of periods

The main objectives of this section are Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.10. The
former explains how measures of maximal entropy of reparametrizations arise and the
latter deals with reparametrizations of geodesic flows on closed negatively curved
manifolds.

Let Ibea compact metric space and 4>t: X (5 a continuous flow on X without
fixed points.

Definition 2.1. We will say that (/)t: X (3 is topologically weakly mixing if the only
Solution to the equation

w(j)t e2niatw,

for w: X -> S1 continuous and a e R, is a 0 and w =constant.

Remark 2.1. Consider some periodic orbit r of period p{r) of the flow (j)t: X (5. If
</>t: X (5 is not weak mixing let w: X S1 and a e M — {0} verify w(j)t e2niatw.
Since (pp(T)X x for any x e r one then finds Qxp{27tiap(r)} 1 which implies
that p(r) belongs to the discrete group a~x7L. That is, the periods of a non weak

mixing flow generate a discrete group of M.
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A closed subset K of X is a cross section for <fit if the function : K xR ^ X
given by ^(x, t) (pt(x) is a surjective local homeomorphism.

Remark 2.2. If ft: X (3 admits a cross section then X fibers over the circle and the

projection of a periodic orbit (seen as map from S1 -> S1) has non-zero index.

Remark 2.2 admits a converse due to Schwartzman [27]:

Lemma 2.1 (Schwartzman [27], p. 280). There exists acontinuousfunction w : X ->
S1 differentiable in the flow 's direction such that its derivative in the flow 's direction
wf is nowhere zero ifand only if the flow admits a cross section.

We now turn our attention to reparametrizations of flows. Let F: X -> R be a

positive continuous function. Set k: X x R ^ R as

if t is positive, and k(x, t) := —/c(<^x, —t) for t negative. Thus, k verifies de cocycle
property k(x, t + s) K(<ptx, s) + k(x, t) for every t, s e R and x e X.

Since F > 0 and X is compact F has a positive minimum and k(x,-) is an

increasing homeomorphism of M. We then have an inverse a: X x R —R that
verifies

for every (x, t) e X x R.

Definition 2.2. The reparametrization of ft by F is the flow \jft: X Ö defined as

•= fa(x,t)(x)• If F is Holder continuous we shall say that \j/t is a Holder
reparametrization of •

Remark 2.3. The cocycle property for k and equation (2) imply that \jft is in fact a

flow.

The advantage of cross sections is that the definition is invariant via reparametrizations.

Lemma 2.2. Let \j/t be a reparametrization of(pt. Then ft admits a cross section if
and only if \jft does.

Proof Let K be a cross section for ft, we need to show that the map : X xR —X,
(x, t) i-^ flt(x), is a surjective local homeomorphism. But this is evident in view of
the relation

(1)

a(x, k(x, t)) tc(x,a(x, t)) t (2)

° cp,

where cp is the homeomorphism cp: K xl (5, (x, t) i-^ (x,a(x,t)).
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One then finds the following corollary.

Corollary 2.3. Aflow <pt: X (5 does not admit a cross section if and only ifevery
reparametrization of (fit is topologically weakly mixing.

Proofi Consider some reparametrization \f/t of (fit and assume \f/t is not weak mixing,
that is, there exists w : X -> S1 such that wi/rt(x) e2niatw(x) for some ö/0.
Such w is differentiable in the direction of the flow and

ö ^ 0.
2jtiw(x)

Applying Schwartzman's Lemma 2.1 one obtains a cross section for \j/t and thus a

cross section for fit.
If fit admits a cross section one applies Schwartzman's Lemma 2.1 and finds a

continuous function w: X -> S1 whose derivative in the flow's direction is never
zero. Set

EV \
2JtlWfX)

and consider the reparametrization of fit by F. One easily verifies that wft
e27Zltw and thus xfit is not topologically weakly mixing.

If m is a fit-invariant probability on X then the probability mf defined by

dmf/dm(') F(-)/m(F)

is xfit -invariant. In particular, if r is a periodic orbit of fit then it is also periodic for
xfit and the new period is

f
L
/ T

This relation between invariant probabilities induces a bijection and Abramov [1]
relates the corresponding metric entropies:

h(\jft,m') h((fit,m)/ j Fdm. (3)

Denote by the set of <fit-invariant probabilities. The pressure of a continuous
function F: X R is defined as

P(fit,F)= sup h{<fit,m)+ / Fdm.
meM&t JX

A probability m such that the supremum is attained is called an equilibrium State

of F.
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Lemma 2.4. Let ft'-X G be the reparametrization of(j)t by F: X -> Assume

that the equation
P(<fit, —sF) 0, s e R,

has afinite positive Solution h. Then h is the topological entropy of\j/t. In particular
the Solution is unique. Conversely, if hiov{ft) is finite then it is a Solution to the

above equation. Ifthis is the case, the bijection m m' induces a bijection between

equilibrium states of—hF and probabilities ofmaximal entropy for

Proofi Abramov's formula (3) directly implies

h(<pt,m)—s j Fdm (h(\jst,tn') — s) j Fdm,

for any ft-invariant probability m. If P((/)t, —hF) 0, the last equation together
with the fact that F is strictly positive, imply

0= sup h{\j/t,m') — h.
meM&t

Applying the variational principle one has h htov(flt)-
Conversely, if ht0P (flt) is finite the result follows directly form Abramov's formula

and F > 0.

If mp is an equilibrium State of — ht0V(x//t)F then, since P(ft> —ht0p(flt)F) 0

one has that the metric entropy h(fl/t,mfF) htov(x/ft)- The bijection m \-> m'
induces thus a bijection between equilibrium states of —htop(ft)F and probabilities
of maximal entropy for \j/t.

We now restrict our study to hyperbolic flows: Assume from now on that X is a

compact manifold and that the flow : X G is C1. We say that is Anosov if the

tangent bündle of X splits as a sum of three d(pt-invariant bundles

TX Es ® E° ® Eu,

and there exist positive constants C and c such that E° is the direction of the flow
and for every t > 0 one has that for every v e Es,

and for every v e Eu, \\df-tv\\ < Ce~ct\\v\\.
In this setting there is an extra equivalence for the existence of cross sections:

Proposition 2.5. Let : X G be an Anosov flow. Then admits a cross section if
and only if there exists F : X Holder such that the subgroup of R spanned by

| f F : x periodic j

is discrete.
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Proofi Assume such F exists, and assume (without loss of generality) that ({ f F :

r periodic}) Z. Recall that we have defined

The cocycle 0:1x1 -> S1 given by &(x,t) e27TlK(xH is, by Livsic's
theorem [17], cohomologically trivial and thus there exists w: X -> S1 Holder
continuous such that

and one finds a cross section applying Schwartzman's Lemma 2.1.

Assume now that admits a cross section. Applying Schwartzman's Lemma 2.1

one finds a continuous function w: X -> S1 such that its derivative in the flow's
direction is never zero. One can assume that such w is in fact differentiable (by con-
sidering another function close to w) and thus the function F{x) w'{x)/2itiw{x)
is differentiable with integer periods.

The following proposition together with Lemma 2.4 implies that a Holder repara-
metrization of an Anosov flow has a unique probability of maximal entropy.

Proposition 2.6 (Bowen-Ruelle [6]). Letft- X (5 be an Anosov flow. Then given a
Holder potential G : X R there exists a unique equilibrium State for G. Equilib-
rium states are thus ergodic.

Corollary 2.7. Let (j)t\ X (5 be an Anosov flow and \j/t be a Holder reparametriza-
tion of <pt- Then \jft has a unique probability of maximal entropy and it is ergodic
with respect to this measure.

We are interested in finding Markov partitions for reparametrizations of Anosov
flows.

Definition 2.3. Let cpt: X (3 be a flow. We shall say that the triplet (£, tt, r) is a

Markov coding for cpt if I] is a sub-shift of finite type, tt : X) —> AT and r : I] —

are Holder continuous and the function nr : SxR^I defined by

K(x,t) / F{<psx)ds.
Jo

7tr (x, t) (pt7t(x)

verifies the following conditions:

i) 7tr is surjective and Holder.
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ii) Let er: £ (5 be the shift and let r: £ x R (5 be defined by

r(x, t) (ax, t — r(x)).

Then 7tr is r-invariant.

iii) 7Tr:£xR/f^Xis bounded-to-one and injective on a residual set which is

of füll measure for every ergodic invariant measure of total support (for o{).
iv) Consider the translation flow art : £ x R/r (5. Then jrra[ </9j7rr.

Remark 2.4. If a flow cpt: X (5 admits a Markov coding, then it has a unique
probability ofmaximal entropy and the function7rr : ExR/r -> X is an isomorphism
between the probabilities of maximal entropy of ort and that of cpt. In particular the

topological entropy of cpt coincides with that of ort.

Theorem 2.8 (Bowen [7], [8]). A transitive Anosov flow admits a Markov coding.

Lemma 2.9. Let (£, tt, r) be a Markov codingfor a transitive Anosovflow ft'-X (5.

Set flt'. X (5 to be a Holder reparametrization of ft by F: X —and define

/: £^R;ax
nr{z)f(z)/ F<ps(n(z))ds.

J 0

Then (£, tt, /) is a Markov coding for If moreover, 4>t does not admit a cross
f ^

section, then the translation flow ot : £ x R// Ö is topologically weakly mixing.

We remark that every Markov coding for \j/t can be obtained in this manner.

Proof We need to check that the function jtf : ExR^I defined by 7tf(z,s) :

fls{n{z)) is /-invariant and conjugates the translation flow on£xR// with the

flow \j/t. To prove invariance by / we will prove that for every (z, s) e £ x R one
has

Jtf(z,s + f{z)) 7tf(az,s).

The computation is intricate but direct. Recall that by definition we have /(z)
/c(tt(z), r(z)) (see equation (1)). This immediately implies ar(7r(z), /(z)) r(z).
We then have

Jtf(z,s + /(z)) x(rs+fiz)(jtz) fso x(rfiz)(jTz)

\[fs o <^a(^-(z);/(z))(7TZ) \[fs o <^>r(z)(7rz)

fs{n{az))

since (£, tt, r) is a Markov coding for <fit. This proves invariance.
The remaining properties of Markov coding then follow.
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Suppose now that ft \X does not admit a cross section. We must then show that

g{ is weak mixing. Applying Proposition 2.5 one has that the periods fT F generate a
~ fdense subgroup of R. Since tt : £ x R -> X is surjective, the periods of oy -periodic

forbits also generate a dense subgroup of R and Remark 2.1 implies that oy is weak

mixing.

We now find the following corollary:

Corollary 2.10. Let r be a co-compact group of isometries of a complete simply
connected manifold of negative curvature M. Let ft'- T\TXM (5 be the geodesic

flow and \f/t: T\TlM Ö be a Holder reparametrization offf Consider a Markov

coding (£, tt, /) for flt- Then the flow oy is weak mixing.

Proof Since the geodesic flow is a transitive Anosov flow, Lemma 2.9 applies. It
remains to prove that the geodesic flow on a compact manifold of negative curvature
does not admit a cross section. As observed before (Remark 2.2) we only need to find
a homologically trivial periodic orbit (since such orbit will always have zero index
as map S1 -> S1).

In negative curvature we can find two elements in T, a and b, that do not commute,
the closed geodesic associated to the commutator aba~1b~1 is then the required
periodic orbit.

3. Cocycles with flnite exponential growth rate

Let T be a torsion-free discrete co-compact isometry group of a complete simply
connected manifold with negative curvature M. We identify the boundary of the

group T with the geometric boundary of M.

Definition 3.1. A Holder cocycle is a function c: T x dT -> R such that

c(yoyi,x) c(y0,yix) + c(yi,x)

for any y0, y\ e T and x e dT, and where c(y, •) is a Holder map for every y e F
(the same exponent is assumed for every y e T).

Given a Holder cocycle c we define the periods of c as the numbers

4(y) := c(y, y+)

where y+ is the attractive fixed point of y in T — {e}. The cocycle property implies
that the period of an dement y only depends on its conjugacy class [y] e [T].
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Two cocycles c and c' are said to be cohomologous if there exists a Holder function
U: 3T -> R such that for all y e T one has

c(y, x) — c\y, x) U(yx) — U(x).

One easily deduces from the definition that the set of periods of a cocycle is a coho-

mological invariant.
We shall be interested in cocycles whose periods are positive, that is, ic (y) > 0

for every y e T. The exponential growth rate for such cocycle c is defined as

hc := limsup - log#{[y] : Ic(y) — l) G u {°°}-
t —>oo t

It is a consequence of Ledrappier's work (cf. Corollary 3.6) that a Holder cocycle
c with positive periods verifies hc > 0. If, moreover, c has finite exponential growth
rate then, following Patterson's construction, Ledrappier [16] shows the existence

of a Patterson-Sullivan probability /x over 3T for the cocycle hcc, that is to say, /x
verifies

dy*gi
dp,

-(x) e~hcC(y l'x).

Theorem 3.1 (Ledrappier [16], p. 102). Let c be a Holder cocycle with positive
periods. Then c has finite positive exponential growth rate hc if and only if there

exists a Patterson-Sullivan probability for the cocycle hcc. If this is the case, the

Patterson-Sullivan probability is unique.

Let c be a cocycle such that ic(y) ^c(y_1) (this always exists as shown in the

next section); such c is called a dual cocycle of c.
Set 32T to be the set of pairs (x, y) e 3T x 3T such that x/j. We shall say

that a function [•,•]: 32T R is a Gromovproduct for a pair of dual cocycles {c, c}
if for every y e T and (x,y) e 32T one has

[yx, yy] - [x, y] ~(c(y, x) + c(y, y)).

Denote by /x and fi the Patterson-Sullivan probabilities associated to c and c

respectively. The main theorem of this section is the following:

Theorem 3.2 (The reparametrizing theorem). Let cbea Holder cocycle with positive
periods such that hc is finite and positive. Then the following holds.

(1) The action of T in 32Txl,

y(x,y,s) (yx,yy,s -c(y,y)),
is proper and co-compact. Moreover, the translation flow ' r\92r xM Ö,

- t),
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is conjugated to a Holder reparametrization ofthe geodesie flow on T\TlM.
The conjugating map is also Holder continuous. The topological entropy of \j/t
is hc.

(2) The measure
e~hc^'^ß <g> fji <g> ds

o/i 32rxi induces on the quotient r\32r x R the measure ofmaximal entropy
offlt.

Remark 3.1. The first item of the theorem is cohomology invariant. That is, a change
in the choice of the cocycle (in c's cohomology class) does not change the Statement

of Theorem 3.2. For the second item, it is the class of zero sets of the measure
e~hc^^ß ® fji<g)ds that is cohomology invariant as the following result of Ledrappier
[16] shows.

Theorem 3.3 (Ledrappier [16], p. 101). Let c and c' be Holder cocycles withpositive
periods and finite exponential growth rate. Let /x and p! be two quasi-invariant
measures ofHolder cocycle hcc and hc'Cf respectively. Then /x and p! have the same

zero sets ifand only ifhcc and hc'Cf are cohomologous.

To prove Theorem 3.2 we shall find an appropriate cocycle: following Ledrappier
[16] we associate to the cocycle caT-invariant Holder funetion F: T1 M -> R. The
fact that the cocycle is of finite exponential growth rate together with a Livsic-type
lemma will allow us to choose such F to be positive.

One then finishes copying the Hopf parametrization of TlM. Namely we con-
struet a homeomorphism TlM -> d2T x R such that the action of T on is

sent to the action we need (this implies properness of the action) and the action of the

geodesic flow will be reparametrized on the right side.

Concerning the proof of the second item: Since the measure of maximal entropy
of a reparametrization has the same zero sets as an equilibrium State (Lemma 2.4), we
will conclude giving a description of the induced measure by this equilibrium State

on 32T.

Proof of the first item of Theorem 3.2. Identify the unit tangent bündle of M with
M x 3T and denote by <fit the geodesic flow on M. For a given T-invariant Holder
funetion H : TlM -> R, Schapira [26] introduced the following geometric cocycle:
for z e dT define Bf : M x M -> R by

pS + Bz{p,q) ns

B?(p,q) lim / H(<f>t(p,z))dt / (4)
s-"00 J0 0

where Bz : M x M R is the Busemann funetion (when H 1, Bl(p,q) is

exactly Bz{p, q)). The expression is convergent since H is Holder continuous and

the geodesic flow is Anosov.
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One finds the following properties:

Lemma 3.4. Let o, p,q e M and z e 3T. Then

i) Bf(p,q) ByZ(yp, yq)for every y e T,

ii) Bf (p,q) Bf (p,o) + Bf (o, q),

iii) ifq belongs to the geodesic linefrom p to z one has

eq

Bf (p ,q) f H,
Jp

where jJ H is the integral ofH over the unique oriented geodesic segmentfrom
p to q.

Proofi Property i) follows directly from the T-invariance of H and the Busemann
function. Property iii) is a direct consequence of the definition. We now prove
property ii). By definition

ps + Bz(p,o) ps

B^(p,o)= lim / H(cj)t(p, z))dt — / H(<fit(o,z))dt.
s^°° J0 J0

If we consider the change of parameter s \-> s + Bz(o, q) the last limit becomes

r>s + Bz{p,o) +Bz{o,q) rs +Bz(o,q)ps-^iSz^p.o^iSzKO.q) ps
Bf(p,o)= lim / H{<j>t{p,z))dt - /

Jo Jo

and thus, since Bz(p, o) + Bz(o, q) Bz(p, q) we have

H((pt(o, z))dt

Bf(p,o) + Bf(o,q)
ps+Bz(p,q) PS +Bz(o,q)

lim / H(cj)t(p,z))dt — / H(cpt(o, z))dt
s^°° J0 J0

ps + Bz(o,q)

+ lim / H{(j)t{o,z))dt — / H{<fit{q, z))dt
s^°° J0 «/o

Bf(p,q).

Given a T-invariant Holder function H: T1 M ^ R one can associate to H a

Holder cocycle over the group T:

Q/(K,z) (]/_1o,o), (5)

where o is some point on M fixed from now on.
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Two T-invariant Holder functions H, H': TlM -> R are said to be cohomolo-

gous (according to Livsic) if there exists a Holder T-invariant function V: TXM ->
R, differentiable in the direction of the geodesic flow, such that

The conjugacy class [y], of an element y e T, is naturally identified with the

closed geodesic on T\T1M associated to y. The periods of the function H are
defined to be the numbers

One easily sees that the periods of H are exactly the periods of ch ; the periods of H
are a Livsic-cohomology invariant. We can now State a theorem of Ledrappier.

Theorem 3.5 (Ledrappier [16], p. 105). The map H ch induces a bijection be-

tween cohomology classes of T-invariant Holder functions and cohomology classes

ofHolder cocycles. The corresponding classes have the same periods.

Recall that | y | denotes the length of the closed geodesic on T\M associated to y.

Corollary 3.6. Let cbea Holder cocycle with positive periods. Then the exponential
growth rate hc is positive.

Proof. Let F: TlM -> R be such that the Holder cocycles cp and c are cohomol-

ogous. Since cp has positive periods F must have a positive maximum K and thus

^c(y) < K\y\, which implies

The exponential growth rate of the quantity on the right is known to be strictly

We will need the following lemma.

Lemma 3.7 (Ledrappier [16], p. 106). Let c be a Holder cocycle withpositiveperiods.
Then the exponential growth rate ofc isfinite ifand only if

dv o (ht
H(p,z) — H (p,z) -f^—(p,z).

#{M e [F] : lc{y) <t}> #{[y] e [F] : \y\ < t/K}.

positive and the corollary is proved.

inf 4(y)
> o.

M \y\

We shall now State the positive Livsic-type lemma.
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Lemma 3.8. Let X be a compact metric space equipped with a flow ft: X 0>.

Consider a Holder continuous function f : X -> R, differentiable in the flow 's

direction, such that

j fdm > 0

for every ft-invariant probability m. Then f is cohomologous to a strictly positive
Holder continuous function.

We thank Frangois Labourie for the following argument:

Proof Note that for every t e R the function / is cohomologous to its Birkhoff
integral

1 rf
x - I f{<psx)ds.

I Jo

It then suffices to show that there exists t such that for every x one has

1

- / /(<psx)ds > 0.
t Jo

If this is not the case for every s > 0 there exists tn oo and xn e X such that

1 ftn
— / f{(psxn)ds < s.
tn J 0

Since the set of invariant probabilities is compact we can find k > 0 such that

fx fdm > k for all m e Consider an accumulation point mo of the sequence
of probabilities mn defined as

1 ftn
mn(g) — / g(4>SXn)ds.

tn J 0

Then mo is a -invariant probability for which one has

fdmo < s < k.

This finishes the proof.

Our last tool is Anosov's closing lemma.

L

Theorem 3.9 (Anosov's closing lemma, cf. [28]). Letft: X (5 bea transitiveAnosov

flow. Then convex combinations ofperiodic orbits are dense in the set ofinvariant
probabilities of<pt•
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Proofoffirst item ofTheorem 3.2. We begin with a Holder cocycle c with positive
periods and finite exponential growth rate. By Ledrappier's Theorem 3.5 we find a

T-invariant Holder function H : TlM -> R whose periods coincide with those of c.
Ledrappier's Lemma 3.7 then implies that

• f hv]H Ainf —— > 0.
m \y\

From Anosov's closing lemma we get f Hdm > Oforevery <fit-invariant probability
m. Applying Lemma 3.8 we find that H is cohomologous to a strictly positive Holder
function F, and its cocycle cp (defined by the formula (5)) is cohomologous to c.

We shall prove the Statement for the cocycle cp. The idea is to construct a

parametrization of TlM using the geometric cocycle of F (equation (4)), as

follows:
Fix some point o e M and for a geodesic through (p, v) denote by v-oo and

its origin and end points in 3T, then define

Consider some geodesic a(t) in TlM with endpoints a(—oo) V-^ an

>o) Voo- Applying Lemma 3.4 we have, for every t e R, that

J o
E(a(t)) (v-oo, v^, B^(a(0),o) - / F(ö(ä))^).

Since T7 > 0 we deduce that E is injective when restricted to the geodesic {a(t) : t e

R}, and since T7 has a positive minimum it is surjective over the set {(T-oo, ^oo)} x R.
This implies that E is a homeomorphism from to 32T x R.

E is T-equivariant: Write E(p,v) (x, y, 5^ (/?, ö)) and consider some y G T,
then by definition

E(y(p,v))(; yx,yy)).
Applying Lemma 3.4 one has

Byy(YP,o) Byy(yp, yo)+ Bfy(yo,o) Bf
One concludes that E is a T-equivariant homeomorphism between T TlM and

the action T 92T x R via cp. Since T TlM is proper (and co-compact), so is

the action on 32T x R via cp.

The geodesicflow is reparametrized: If (p, u) i-^ (v-oq, Voo, (p, o)) and q e M
is the base point of (j)t (p,v), then by definition

E(<pt(p,v)) (v-oo, Voo, Bf^iq^)).
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Applying again Lemma 3.4 yields

/'J o
Bvoo (q> o) (p, o) - I (p, v)dt.

This means exactly

E(<pt(p,v))ff>F<ps(p<v)dsE(p,v),

in other words, the flow E~1\j/tE is the reparametrization of the geodesic flow by F
(see Definition 2.2).

Proof of the second item of Theorem 3.2. In the last subsection we showed that
the flow x/rt: T\d2T x R (5 is Holder conjugated to a Holder reparametrization of
the geodesic flow.

We will thus prove the second Statement of Theorem 3.2 in the following Situation:

F: T^Af—>-R+isar-invariant positive Holder function and x/rt: TlM (5 is the

reparametrization of the geodesic flow by F. From now on we fix the cocycle cp
associated to F.

Remark 3.2. To retrieve Theorem 3.2 for a general cocycle c it suffices to remark that
the class of zero sets of the measure of maximal entropy is invariant under cohomology
and to observe that the measure

e~hc^'^ß <g) /x (8) ds

is T-invariant for the action of T on 32T x R via c.

We need the following lemma of Ledrappier.

Lemma 3.10 (Ledrappier [16], p. 106). Ifthere exists h such that P(—hF) 0 then
h is the exponential growth rate ofcp. Conversely, ifthe exponential growth rate h

ofcp isfinite and positive then P(—hF) 0.

Corollary 3.11. The topological entropy oftheflow x//t L the exponential growth rate

ofthe cocycle cp.

Proof. Let h be cp' s exponential growth rate. Then Ledrappier' s Lemma 3.10 implies
P{—hF) 0. Lemma 2.4 states that this condition determines i/rfls topological
entropy ht0p(Vo), and thus h htov(flt).

Recall that h hCF. We now give a precise description of the measure induced

on 32T by the equilibrium State of —hF. Denote by a: TlM TlM the antipo-
dal map. The periods of the function F : (p, w) \-> F(a(p, w)) are the numbers

lCF(y~l) and thus cp := cp is a dual cocycle of cp.
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Lemma 3.12. The cocycles cp and cp have the same exponential growth rate.

Proof The function y i-> y~x induces a bijection between the sets {y £ T :

4f(k) £ t}and {y T : lCF(y~l) < t).

Define [•, -]p ' 32r —> R as

[x, y]F BF(o, u) + (o, u)

for any point u in the geodesic determined by x and y, where

BF,BF: dM x M x M ^ R

are the geometric cocycles defined by (4) for the functions F and F respectively.
Notice that [•, -]p is a Gromov product for the pair {cp, cp}.

Denote by \ip and \±p the quasi-invariant measures whose cocycles are cp and

cp respectively.The second item of the theorem is then deduced from the following
result of Schapira (Proposition 2.4 of [26]).

Proposition 3.13. Identify TXM with d2M x R via the Hopfparametrization. Then
the measure

mp := e~h^-x,y^FdgLp{x)dgLp{y)ds

induces in the quotient T\TXM the Gibbs State of—hF.

In order to finish the proof of the second item of Theorem 3.2 we remark that,
as observed in Section 2 (Proposition 2.7), \jft has a unique probability of maximal

entropy v. According to Lemma 2.4, v has the same zero sets as the equilibrium State

of —hF, and thus, according to the above proposition, the lift of v to 32T x R has

the same zero sets as ß <g> ß <g> ds. This finishes the proof.

4. Counting periods and distribution of flxed points

In this section we extract as much counting information as we can for a general
cocycle. We study the consequences of Parry-Pollicott's prime orbit theorem and

Bowen's spatial distribution result via the reparametrizing Theorem 3.2.

From the first item of Theorem 3.2 we deduce the following counting result.
Recall that y e T is primitive if it can not be written as a (positive) power of another
dement of T.

Corollary 4.1. Let c: T x 3T —R be a Holder cocycle with non-negative periods
and such that hc E (0, oo). Then

hcte~hct#{[g\ £ [F] primitive: lc(y) <0^1
as t ^ oo.
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In other words, in order to obtain a precise counting result for the periods of a

Holder cocycle c, it is sufficient to prove that it has finite exponential growth rate.

Proof. Following Theorem 3.2 the translation flow \j/t: T\32r x R (5 (T acting on
32r X R via c) is well defined and is a reparametrization of the geodesic flow. If r
is a periodic orbit of \j/t, then any lift to d2T x R is of the form (y_, y+,s) f°r some

primitive y e T and s e R. One checks that

y(y-, Y+. s) (y- (y))

which implies that the period p{r) of r is ic(y) since y was chosen primitive. One
then has

#{y e [T] primitive : lc(y) < t} #{r periodic : p(r) < t}.

We are led to count the number of periodic orbits of period < t for the flow \jft.
Since \jft is a reparametrization of the geodesic flow, Corollary 2.10 implies that we
have a weak mixing Markov coding (£, it, f) associated to x\rt. Recall that i/st9s

ftopological entropy coincides with the topological entropy of oy One finishes by
applying the following theorem ofParry-Pollicott [19] (see also [20]). This completes
the proof.

Theorem 4.2 (Prime orbit theorem [19]). Let I] be a sub-shift offinite type and let

/:£—> R+ Holder continuous. Suppose that the Suspension flow er/ : I] x

R// (5 is weak mixing, and set p{r) the period ofa oy -periodic orbit. Then

hte~ht#{x periodic: p(r) < t} 1

when t oo, where h is the topological entropy of the Suspension flow oy

We prove now a distribution property of fixed points on 3T for a Holder cocycle
c with non-negative periods and hc £ (0, oo).

Consider a dual cocycle c, a Gromov product [•,•]: 32V R and denote by p and

p the Patterson-Sullivan probabilities of c and c respectively. Finally write Cc (92r)
for the space of real continuous functions on 32T with compact support.

The following proposition is inspired in Roblin [24].

Proposition 4.3. Let \\mc || denote the total mass ofthe measure mc e~hc^'^p (8)

p (g) ds on the compact quotient T\32r x R. Then we have the convergence

Vt := \\tnc\\hce~hct &y- ® e~hc^ß ® ß
yeT:lc(y)<t

in Cf (32T) when t ^ oo.
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We shall use the following distribution result due to Bowen [7], [8].

Theorem 4.4 (Bowen [7], [8]). Let I] be a sub-shift offinite type and /:£—> R+
be Holder continuous. Then

#{r g{-periodic : p(r) < t}~1 Lebr
r:p(r)<t

fconverges to the probability of maximal entropy ofo{ where Lebr is the Lebesgue

measure on x oflength p{r).

ProofofProposition 4.3. As observed before we have a weak mixing Markov coding
for the flow \j/t: T\d2T x R ö (Corollary 2.10). Applying Parry-Pollicott's prime
orbit theorem (Theorem 4.2) together with Bowen's result we find the convergence
of

hcte~hct Y \ Lebr^ p(r)

to the probability of maximal entropy of ^ on r\32T x 1, when t —> oo. The

reparametrizing Theorem 3.2 states that this measure is lifted to 32T x R as

e~hc^'^ß <g> ß (g) ds

Neil
Since periodic orbits of are of the form (y_, y+,s) for some y e T primitive,

and since the period of such orbit is lc (y) we have the convergence

j _i, t
1

o o 7
e~hc['>']ß (g) /x (g) ds

>"•' E ^y primitive: lc(y)<t

in 32T x R.
We can delete the R-component by comparing the measures of sets of the form

A x B x / for some interval /, and we find

at \= \\mc\\hcte hct ^ ® 0 fi
y primitive: ic (y)<t °

when t —> oo.
In order to finish the proof of the proposition we shall delete the terms t/lc(y)

with the restriction "y primitive". We will follow a method of Roblin ([24], p. 71)
The integer part of tlc{y)~1 is the number of powers of y such that lc{yn) < t,

that is,

— l—- =#{neN: lc(yn) nlc(y) < t}.
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We then have that vt equals

\\mc\\hce-hc' [-J—\8y-®8Y+
y primitive

tc(y)<t

and we find vt(f) < at(f) for every measurable / > 0.

For a complementary inequality fix some k > 0. Now, if e~Kt < lc(y) — t we
have [t/lc{y)\ > e~Kt/lc(y) and

Vt > \\mc\\e~lchcte~hct^ <g>

y primitive
C V / /

e~Kt<ic(y)<t

e~Kot - e~Khcte~hct ^ | <8> Sy+.
^c(y)

y prrmrtrve

tc(y)<e~Kt

Since the second term goes to zero when t oo we find that for every measurable

/>°,
limsupv^(/) > e ^limsup

Since k is arbitrary, these two inequalities show the proposition.

5. Exponential growth of convex representations

Let p: T —PGL(d, R) be a strictly convex representation with p-equivariant Holder

map §: 9F —> P(R^). For a fixed norm || || on Rd define the Holder cocycle

\\p(y)v\\
ßx (y,x) log

n nINI

for v e £(x) — {0}.
In order to apply Theorem 3.2 we need to prove that the cocycle ßx is of positive

periods and has finite exponential growth rate. The main purpose of this section is

Proposition 5.4.

We shall first show that the period ßx(y, y+) is exactly Ai(p(y)), the logarithm
of the spectral radius of some lift of p(y) with determinant e {—1,1}.

We say that g e PGL(d, R) is proximal if it has a unique complex eigenvalue of
maximal modulus, and its generalized eigenspace is one-dimensional. This eigenvalue

is necessarily real and its modulus is equal to expAi(g). We will denote by

g+ the g-fixed line of Rd consisting of eigenvectors of this eigenvalue and by g-
the g-invariant complement of g+ (that is, Rd g+ 0 g_). g+ is an attractor on

pd) for the action of g and g- is a repelling hyperplane.
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Lemma 5.1. Let p: T -> PGL(d, R) be a strictly convex representation. Thenfor
every y e T, p(y) is proximal and £(y+) is its attractive fixed line.

Proofi Consider y0 £ T and write, to simplify the notation, a exp Ai(p(yo)). We
consider a lift of p(yo) to SL(J, R)± which we still call p(yo).

Let Vo be the sum of all generalized p(yo)-eigenspaces of eigenvalues with mod-
ulus equal to a. We will show that Vo £(yo+). Set V Vo n p(yo_), and recall
that § (y0+) © v(Yo-)-

Since V is a sum of generalized eigenspaces in p(yo_), it has a p(y0)-invariant
complement W C p(yo-) and thus Rd £(yo+) 0 IL 0 F.

We claim that £(yo+) 0 IL contains a p(r)-invariant subspace. Since p is irre-
ducible we obtain V {0} and Vo £(yo+), which implies the lemma. For this we
will show that

f (an C P(f (K0+) 0 W).

Let x e dT — {y0_}. Since yßx -> y0+ the same occurs via £, that is,

p(.Yon)l(x)-»£Co+) (6)

in P(M^). Take some ux in the line §(jc) and write, following the decomposition
£Co+) © V © W,

Ux U+ + V + w

for some u+ e %(y0+), v e V and w e W. We now consider the sequence

p(7o )Uxp(yg)(M+ + v + w)
an a"

Since the spectral radius of p(yo) | W is strictly smaller than a (by definition of V) we
have

p(yS)w/an -* 0.

Also, since u+ is an eigenvector of p(yo) we must have either p(yo)^+/ß +
or p(yQ)u + /an 0.

On the other hand, since p(yo)|F consists of Jordan blocks of eigenvalues with
modulus a we have an < c\\p(yß)v\\ for some c > 0 and all n sufficiently large.
This implies that the sequence

p(yS)y
an

is far from zero (when v ^ 0).

Consequently: if p(yQ)u + /an -> 0, then the limit line of p(yQ)£(x) is contained
in P(L). This contradicts equation (6) and the convexity of p. We then have that

p(y0)u + /a ±u+ and, since p(yo)v/an is far from zero, in order that (6) holds

we must have v 0. Thus £(9T) C P(£(yo+) 0 IL) which implies V 0. This
finishes the proof.
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We then find the following corollaries.

Corollary 5.2. Let p: T -> PGL(d, R) be a strictly convex representation. Then the

equivariant maps §": 9F —> P(R^) and 77: 9F —> Gr^_i(R^) are unique and for
every x G 3T one has %(x) C q(x).

Proof The fact that £(y+) is the attractive line of p(y) and the fact that attractors

{y+ : y G T} form a dense subset of 3T prove uniqueness of £ and, by analogue
reasoning, uniqueness of q.

Since q(y~) is the repeller hyperplane of p(y) and£(y_) is p(y_1)'s attractive line
we must have £(y~) C q(y_). Again, density of repellers implies that %(x) C q(x)
for every x G 3T.

Corollary 5.3. Let p: T -> PGL(d, R) be a strictly convex representation. Then the

period ß\(y, y+) is X\(p(y)). Moreover X\(p(y)) > 0 for every y G T.

Proof. By Lemma 5.1 we have that £(y+) is the fixed attractive line of p(y). We
then have ofx llp(y)w+ll w xxßi(y> y+)i°b ü—r~ X

\\u+\\

were u+ G £(y+).
The fact that the periods are positive is also a consequence of the fact that p(y)

is proximal. If Ai(p(y)) 0 then considering some lift of p(y) with determinant
in {—1,1} one sees that every eigenvalue of this lift would be of modulus 1 and thus

p(y) would not be proximal.

Since ßi is a cocycle with positive periods, Corollary 3.6 implies that the expo-
nential growth rate of ßi is positive. The objective now is the proof of the following
proposition:

Proposition 5.4. Let p: T -> PGL(d, R) be a strictly convex representation. Then

log#{[y] e [r] : Ai(p(y))< 5}
lim sup

s->oo S

isfinite.

The following lemma provides a general property of hyperbolic groups for which
we refer the reader to Tukia [31]. For the second assertion of the lemma one can

apply explicitly Lemma 1.6 of Bowditch [5].

Lemma 5.5. Let T be a hyperbolic group and let {yn} be a sequence in T going
to infinity. Then there exists a subsequence {ynk} and two points Xq, Jo ^ 9T (not
necessarily distinct) such that ynkx -> Xo uniformly on compact sets ofdT — {yo}-
Moreover one can assume that ynk+ and ynk- yo-
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In order to prove Lemma 5.4 we need some quantified version of proximality.
Define Gromov's product \ P(R^*) x P(R^) — A -> R as

\0(v)\
v) log

where A {(9,v) : 6(v) 0}. We say that a linear transformation g is (r,e)-
proximal for some r g R+ and s > 0 if it is proximal,

exp^(g_,g+) > r,

and the complement of an £-neighborhood of g- is sent by g to an £-neighborhood of
g+. The following lemmas (5.6 and 5.7) will also be used in the proof of Theorem A.

Lemma 5.6 (Benoist [2]). Let r and 8 be positive numbers. Then there exists s such

thatfor every (r, e)-proximal transformation g one has

I log ||g|| -Ai(g) + £%_,g+)| < 8.

Proof Consider the compact sets

Pr s {(r, £)-proximal linear transformations with norm 1}.

For a fixed r consider Pr Pr e. An element T e Pr is a rank-one Operator with
the constraint ||r|| 1 and such that im T D ker T {0}. One explicitly writes

0(w)
Tw —-v

where v eRd and 6 e Rd* are such that 9(v) 0. It is easy to verify that the above
formula for T gives a rank-one Operator with norm equal to 1.

One finishes with the remark that the function g \-+ Ai(g) is continuous and

\X(T) &(ß, v) for T g Pr.

Define [•, •]: 32T R as

[x,y] &(rj(x),%(y))

for x, y e 3T distinct.

Lemma 5.7. Let p: T PGL(d,R) be a strictly convexrepresentation. Fixr G R+
and s > 0. Then the set

{y G T : exp([y_, y+]) > r and p(y) is not (r, s)-proximal}

isfinite.
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Proofi Let yn -> oo be a sequence in T such that exp[y„_, yn+] > r. Since £ and

rj are uniformly continuous we have that d0(yn_, yn+) > k for some k > 0 and

some Gromov distance d0 in 3T. By applying Lemma 5.5 we find a subsequence

(still called yn) and two points x0, yo such that yn_ and yn+ converge to y0 and x0
respectively, and such that ynx —> xo for every x 7^ yo.

We have x0 ^ yo since d0(ynyn+) >
By considering again a subsequence we assume that

PiYn)
T

\\p(Yn)\\

for some linear transformation T of We will prove that is a proximal rank-one

Operator, which implies that for sufficiently large n, p{yn) is (r, £)-proximal.
Since £(yn +) is p{yn)-invariant for all n we have that £ (x0) is T-invariant and by

analogue reasoning we also have that 77(yo) is T-invariant (recall that we also have
Rd £(xo) 0 rj(yo) since p is strictly convex and xo 7^ yo)-

Consider now a point x e dT — {y0} and ux a vector in the line %(x). Write
ux u + v for some u e £(xo) and v e p(yo)- Since p(yn)^(x) £(vo) we must
have Tux e (xo) and thus Tv 0 (since 77 (yo) is T-invariant).

Consequently, £(3T) cPß(xo) + ker T). Irreducibility of p implies that Rd

Hxo) + ker T. In order to finish we remark that since ||r|| 1 we must have

(xo) 7^ 0 and thus f / 0. We then have a rank-one Operator whose image is not
contained in its kernel.

The following lemma states that strictly convex representations are discrete and,

using the fact that the fundamental group of a negatively curved manifold is torsion-
free, they are also injective.

Lemma 5.8. Let T be a non-elementary hyperbolic group and po: T -> PGL(J, R)
be an irreducible representation such that there exists a p^-equivariant continuous

map £0 • 3T —P(R^). Then po is discrete withfinite kernel. In particular, strictly
convex representations are discrete and injective.

Proof. Assume there exists a divergent sequence yn -> 00 in Y such that po(yn)
converges to g e PGL(d, R). Consider a subsequence (which we still call yn) and

the points xo, yo £ 3T given by Lemma 5.5. Then for any x e 3T different from y0
one has ynx -> xo.

Since £0 is po-equivariant we have that Po(yw)£o(*) £o(*o) and thus

ÄW §o(*o)

for every x 7^ yo. Since g is injective one obtains that £0 is constant and thus po fixes

a line in R^. This contradicts irreducibility.
We proved that po is proper and thus has finite kernel. This finishes the proof of

the lemma.
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We can now prove that the exponential growth rate of the cocycle ß\ is finite.

ProofofLemma 5.4. Since the action of T on T1 M is co-compact, onehas acompact
fundamental domain D. Since a conjugacy class [y] e [F] is identified with a closed

geodesic, one can always find a representative yo £ [y] such that the yo-invariant
geodesic on TlM intersects D. The fact that D is compact implies that the fixed
points of yo on 3T are necessarily far away by some constant independent of [y].

In other words, there exists some constant k > 0 such that every conjugacy class

of [y] has a representative yo with d0(yo_, yo+) > k for some Gromov distance d0

on 3T.
Since the equivariant maps £ and p are uniformly continuous one has that every

conjugacy class [y] has a representative y0 such that exp[y0_, yo+] > r for some r
independent of [y].

From now on we fix some number S > 0 and consider e > 0 given by Lemma 5.6.

Thus, applying Lemma 5.7, all y's with exp[y_, y+] > r (but a finite number de-

pending only on r and e) are (r, £)-proximal and thus verify, according to Benoist's
Lemma 5.6,

!og llp(y)|| + log r —8<Ai(/>(y)).

One concludes, by choosing for each conjugacy class [y] a representative yo with
exp[y0_, y0+] > r, that

#{[y] e [r] : AaCpCy» < r>

< #{y : [y_, y+] > logr and log ||p(y)|| < t + 8 - logr}
+ #{finite set independent of t}

< #{y G r : log ||p(y)|| < t + 8 - logr}
+ #{finite set independent of t}.

Since the cardinal of the finite set is negligible when Computing the exponential
growth rate, one is led to study the exponential growth rate of the quantity #{y e T :

log ||p(y) || < t} when t oo.
Lemma 5.8 states that p(T) is discrete and injective and thus the fact that the

exponential growth rate of #{y e T : log ||p(y)|| < t} is finite when t oo is

implied by the following general fact.

We remark that the Statement of the following lemma is independent of the norm
|| || chosen in Rd.

Lemma 5.9. Let A be a discrete subgroup of PGL(J, R). Then

log#{g e A : log||g|| <
lim sup < oo.

t —^OO t
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Proofi This is a consequence of the following estimation of the Haar measure of
PGL(d, R) which can be found in Helgason [13]:

logHaar{g PGL (d,:||g|| < R}
lim sup < oo.
R^oo log R

6. Theorems A and B

Counting the growth of the spectral radii. We prove now Theorem B.

Theorem 6.1. Let p: T -> PGL(d,R) be a strictly convex representation. Then
there exists h > 0 such that

hte~ht#{[y] E [T] primitive: X\(py) < t} 1

when t -> oo.

Proofi Recall that according to Corollary 5.3 the cocycle ß\ has periods ß\ (y, y+)
\\{py). Proposition 5.4 states that ßi has finite and positive exponential growth rate
and thus Corollary 4.1 applies. The result then follows.

Dual cocycle of ß \ and Gromov product. In order to prove TheoremA we introduce
a natural dual cocycle of ß\ and the Gromov product associated to this pair.

First recall that we have two p-equivariant Holder maps §: 9F —> P(R^) and

77: 9F —> Gr^_i (R^) such that %(x) (JL rj(y) if x y. We have defined the cocycle

a \ 1ßx (y,x) log-
MI

for any v e £(x) — {0}. Dehne then ß\: T x 3T -> R as

llp(y)ö||

for any 6 e R^* such that ker 6 rj(x).

Lemma 6.2. Let g E GL(t/,R) be proximal with maximal eigenvalue a, and let
6 E R^* such thatkßx 6 g_. Then g6 a~l9.

Proofi. Since ker 6 g- one has g9 b6 for some real b. Consider now some

u+ E g+. One has

b6(u+) g0(u+) -0(u+)
a

and, since 0(w+) 7^ 0, we have b a~l
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One trivially deduces the following lemma.

Lemma 6.3. The period ß\(y, y+) is \\{py~l). One obtains thus that the pair
{ßi, ßi} is apair ofdual cocycles.

Recall that we have defined the Gromov product &: P (Rd *) x P (Rd) — A -> R
as

\0(v)\
v) log

II^IIIMI

where A {{0, v) : 6{v) 0}, and [x, y] for x, y e 9T distinct.

Lemma 6.4. Thefunction [•,•]: 92T —R is a Gromov productfor the pair {ß\, ß\}.

Proof One easily verifies that for every g e PGL(d, R) one has

\\g0\\ \\gv\^ WgOII \\gv\\\
,s„)_m„)=_^log +log j.

(recall that the action of PGL(J,R) on P(R^ coherent with the identification
P(R^ -> Gr^_! (Rd) is 6 i-> 6 o g_1) this means exactly that for every y e T one
has

[yx,yy]-[x,y] -(ßi(y,x) + ßi(y,y)).
This finishes the proof.

The proof ofTheorem A. We can now prove Theorem A. To simplify notation write
£(y) for the periods

Z(y) ßi (Y,Y+) Ai(py),

and h for the exponential growth rate of ß\,

I, := limsup
s->oo S

Let /x and ß be the Patterson-Sullivan measures of ßi and ßi respectively. Write
\\mp\\ for the total mass of the measure e~h^'^ß <g> pi <g> ds on the compact quotient
r\92r xr.
Theorem 6.5. One has

\\mp\\he~ht Sy_ <S> 8y+ ^ ß <S>/jl

log \\py\\<t

as t -> oo on C*(9T x 9T).
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Proofi Since h e (0, oo) Proposition 4.3 applies and thus

\\mß\\he~ht äy- ® e~h^ß (g) /x

i{y)<t

on C*(32T).
Choose some positive 8 and let A, B c 3T be two disjoint open subsets small

enough such that [•,•]: A x B -> R is constant r up to 3, that is | [x, y] — r \ < 8 for
every (x, y) e A x B.

Lemma 5.7 allows us to assume (excluding a finite set of T that depends on r and

3) that if y- e A and y+ e B then p(y) is (exp r, e)-proximal, where £ comes from
Lemma 5.6 for exp r and 8.

We then have, by Benoist's Lemma 5.6, that | log ||p(y)|| — l(y) + r \ <28. That
is,

i{y) — r — 28 < log ||p(y)|| < l(y) — r + 28.

Set

0t := \\mp\\he~ht ^ <5y_ (g)<5y+.

log \\p(y)\\<t

The last inequalities imply that for all t > 0,

e-2hSehr\\mp\\he-h(t+r-2S) £ V(^)^+(5)
X(y)<t+r—28

< 9t(AxB)
<e2ÄÄeÄr||»»pllA«~A(H'r+2Ä) ^ V(^)^y+(ß)-

X(y)<t+r+25

Applying Proposition 4.3 we find, when t -> oo, that

e~2h8eh(rß ^ x B) < liminf x B)
t —^oo

< limsup#(04 x B)
t —^OO

< elh8eh(r~['^ß (g) fi(A x i?),

hence one has, since \r — [x, y] \ < 8 for every (x, y) e Ax B, that

e~3h8ß(A)fji(B) < liminf 6t(A x B) < lim sup 0,04 x B) < e3h8 ß{Ä) fi{B).
t —^oo

Since 3 is arbitrary this argument proves the convergence of 0* -> ß (g) /x outside
the diagonal, that is to say, subsets of 3T x 3T — {(x, x) : x e 3T}. In order to finish
we will prove the following: Given £0 there exists an open covering U of 3T such

that Zueu8t(U xU) < s0 for all t large enough. The following argument was

personally communicated by Thomas Roblin.
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Since ß and /x have no atoms and y*/x /x for every y e T, one has that the

diagonal has measure zero for ß (g) y*/x (for every y e T).
Fix two elements yo and y\ in T and fix some £o > 0- We can assume that yo and

y\ have no common fixed point in dT. Choose an open covering U of dT such that
for every i =0,1 one has

ß(U) x ii(yi(U)) <
UeU

By refining U we can assume that for every UeU there exists i e {0,1} such that
y/C7 D U 0 where U is C/'s closure.

Since dT is compact we may assume that the covering U is finite and thus, by
enlarging the C/'s, we can consider a new covering V verifying the following:

(1) for each UeU there exists V e V such that U C V, and for each V e V there
exists a unique U verifying this condition;

(2) \fyiU TU 0 for some i e {0,1} then y/Fflf 0 for the unique V such

that Ü C V;

(3) LVeV I1® x v) < Sofor every i e {0,1}.

Consider some UeU and suppose that yoU D U 0. We study the set

Tu := {y £ T : (y_, y+) e U x U}.

Lemma 6.6. Consider V e V such that U C V. Except for a finite number of
y e Tu, the repeller (yoy)- ofyoy belongs to V and the attractor (yoy)+ E yoV.

Proof Consider a sequence yn e Tu and the points xo, yo given by Lemma 5.5.

Since yn_ yo and yn+ xo we have that xo and yo belong to U C V, for a

unique V e V. Thus, since yo ^ yoV, one has yn(yoV) xo uniformly.
This implies that the set

Fu {yeTu : y(y0L) £ V}

is finite.
Consider now some y e Tu — Fu- The sequence (y0y)wy+ is contained in y0V

and thus (since y+ is not the repeller of y0y) the attractor of y0y also belongs to y0L.
Analogue reasoning gives the remaining Statement of the lemma.

It follows from the lemma that

9t(U *U)< \\mp\\he~ht£ 8r_(V) ® 8y+{YoV)
y:log ||p(y)||<log \\p(yo)\\+t

+ \\mp\\he~ht#{ümte set independent of t},
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where V e V ts such that U C V. Since V x y0V is far from the diagonal and the

cardmality of the finite set does not depend on t, the nght-hand side of the formula

converges to ||yo||A(D x fCyoV) when t -> oo.
One then has, since V is unique for each given U e U, that

^ <9,(£/x £/) < WYtWßWt1^) - 2£omax{||y°||, || Ki ||}-

UeU ie{0,l}VeV

Since yo and y\ are fixed and s0 is arbitranly small the theorem is proved.

7. Hyperconvex representations: Theorem C

We are now mterested m studymg hyperconvex representations on some real algebraic

non-compact semi-simple Lie group G. The purpose of this section is to prove
Theorem C. In order to do so we must find an appropnate pair of dual Holder cocycles
and the Gromov product associated to them.

Denote by P a minimal parabolic subgroup of G and wnte ^ G/P. The set

^ is called the Furstenberg boundary of the Symmetrie space of G. The product
& x & has a unique open G-orbit, denoted by 32

Recall that T is the fundamental group of some closed negatively curved mani-
fold M.

Definition 7.1. We say that a representation p: T -> G is hyperconvex lf lt admits
a Holder contmuous equivanant map £: 3 T —> ZP such that whenever x/j m 3T
one has that the pair (£ (x), £ (y)) belongs to d2FF.

The relation between hyperconvex representations and strictly convex ones is

given by the followmg lemma:

Lemma 7.1. Let p: T -> G be a Zariski-dense hyperconvex representation and let
A: G -> PGL(J, R) be aproximal irreducible representation. Then the composition
A o p: T —PGL(d, R) is strictly convex.

Proof. Consider the highest weight / of A. Since A is proximal the weight space of
X is one-dimensional, one thus obtams that A(P) stabilizes a lme m R^. Considermg
the dual representation one obtams an equivanant mappmg mto hyperplanes and one
has that 32J^ is mapped to P(R^) x R(R^*) — A where

A {(v, 6) e P(Rrf) x R(R^*) : 6(v) 0}.

One then obtams the equivanant mappmgs

32T -> 32^ -> ¥(Rd) x P(R^*).
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Irreducibility of A o p follows from Zariski density of p(T) and irreducibility of A.

Fix a maximal compact subgroup K of G, consider a Cartan subalgebra a of G's
Lie algebra g and fix some Weyl Chamber a+. Denote by a: G -> a the Cartan

projection following the Cartan decomposition G ATexp(a+)AT. Consider also

the Jordan projection X: G -> a+. These two projections are related by

-«(<?") -* A(g)
n

for every g e G, (cf. Benoist [2]).
One says that g e G is purely loxodromic if X(g) belongs to the interior of the

Weyl Chamber a+. A purely loxodromic element g e G has two remarkable fixed
points in namely g+ and g_. These points verify the following property: for
every z g & such that (z, g_) g one has that gnz -> g+ when n -> oo. One
then says that g+ is the attractor of g and g- is the repeller.

The existence of sufficiently many irreducible representations of G implies that
Zariski-dense hyperconvex representations are purely loxodromic:

Consider the set II of simple roots of et on g such that

a+ {v e a : a(v) > 0 for all ot g 11}

and consider the set {coa}oten of fundamental weights of IL

Proposition 7.2 (Tits [30]). For each a G II there exists afinite-dimensionalproximal
irreducible representation Aa : G PGL(La) such that the highest weight Xa of
Aa is an integer multiple of the fundamental weight coa. Moreover, any other weight
of Aa is of the form

Xct-a-^rißß
ßen

with nß G N.

Corollary 7.3. Let p: T G be a Zariski-dense hyperconvex representation with
equivariant mapping : 9F —> Then for every y G T the image p{y) is purely
loxodromic; moreover, £(y+) is the attractor ofp(y) in AP and £(y~) is the repeller.

Proof We will show that for every a e II and y e T one has a(X(py)) > 0.

Fix some a G II and consider Tits' representation Aa: G PGL(La) [30]).
Recall that for every g e G one has that Xa(^(g)) ^i(Aag) and a(A(g))
^i(Aa(g)) — A2(Aa(g)).

Since p is Zariski-dense and hyperconvex, Lemma 7.1 implies that Aa o p is

strictly convex and thus (following Lemma 5.1) proximal. One concludes that

ot{X{py)) Ai(Aa{py)) ~ A2(Aapy) > 0.
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The last Statement follows from Lemma 5.1. This completes the proof.

The equivariant function £ of the definition is then unique since attracting points

y+ are dense in 3 T.

Busemann cocycle. Let us recall Busemann's cocycle on G introduced by Quint in
[22]. The set & is ÄT-homogeneous with stabilizer M. Quint defines er: Gx^" -> a

to verify the following equation:

gk l exp((j(g,kM))n

following Iwasawa's decomposition of G KeaN, where N is the unipotent radical
of G.

Note that er: G x jZ" —> a verifies the cocycle relation

a(gh, x) a(g, hx) + er(/z, x).

We need the following lemma of Quint [22]: Recall that for a given proximal

irreducible representation A: G -> PGL(t/,R) we have an equivariant map
lA: & -+F(Rd).

Lemma 7.4 (Lemma 6.4 of Quint [22]). Consider some proximal irreducible
representation A: G -> PGL(t/,R). Then there exists a norm || || on R^ such that for
every x E JZ" and g E G one has

log—jj^j— X(°(g>x))'

where v E £a(a) — {0} emd x is the maximal weight of A.

Consider now a hyperconvex representation p: T -> G with equivariant map
£: 3T -> &. Dehne the (a-valued) cocycle ß: T x 3T -> et by

ß(y,x)a(p(y),^(x)).

Lemma 7.5. The periods of ß are ß(y, y+) A(py).

Proof The lemma follows directly from Quint [22], Lemma 7.4, Corollary 7.3 and

Corollary 5.3 for strictly convex representations.

Recall that for a Zariski-dense subgroup A of G, Benoist [2] has introduced the

limit cone JZa as the closed cone containing {A(g) : g E A}. He has proved that this

cone is convex and has non-empty interior. Consider its dual cone

J*?A* := {<Pa* : > 0}.

Ledrappier [16] (Theorem 3.5) implies the following corollary: Let f£p denote
the limit cone of a hyperconvex representation p\Y —> G and f£* its dual cone.
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Corollary 7.6. Let p: T -> G be a Zariski-dense hyperconvex representation. Then

there exists a T-invariant Holder continuous function F : T1 M -> a such that

f FHPV)
J[y]

for every conjugacy class [y] £ [F]. The closure ofthe set

is compact and generates the limit cone T£p.

Proofi The first Statement is a consequence of Ledrappier [16] (Theorem 3.5) for the

vector cocycle ß : T x 3T -> a together with Lemma 7.5. Fix some norm || ||a on a.
Since for every y £ T one has

U(PY)II«_— < max ||F||a,

one finds that the set
(A (py)
V

: y £ T

is bounded and thus has compact closure.

We remark that a priori the closure of {k{py)/\y\ : y £ T} may contain zero,
nevertheless the following lemma forbids this to happen.

Lemma 7.7. Let p: T —G be a Zariski-dense hyperconvex representation and
consider some <p in the dual cone JZ**. Then the cocycle <p o ß: T x dT has

finite and positive exponential growth rate if and only if <p belongs to the interior

of#;.

Proof. We will first show that for every simple root a, the weight Xa f°r Tits's
representation Aa: G PGL(F^), is strictly positive on the limit cone JZP. Recall
that Aap: T PGL(La) is strictly convex and that Xa(^(py)) ^i(Aapy).
Proposition 5.4 states that the exponential growth rate of

#{[)/] e [r] : Ai(Ao < t}

is finite and thus applying Ledrappier's Lemma 3.7 we obtain

inf h(M>0
[y]e[r] \y\
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The fundamental weight Xa is then strictly positive on the closure of {A(py)/|y| :

[y] G [F]}. Since this closure is compact and generates the limit cone (Corollary 7.6),

Xa is strictly positive on — {0}.
Consider now <p in the interior of „Sf*, i.e. <p \f£p — {0} > 0. Since Xa is also

strictly positive on f£p — {0} there exist two positive constants c and C such that

cxaß(py)) < <pß(py)) < Cxaß(py))

(recall that f£p is closed by definition) for all y e T. As mentioned before the

exponential growth rate of

#{[y] e [p]: XaiHpy)) < *}

is finite. Since the periods of the cocycle cp o ß are cp o ß(y, y+) <p(X(py)), we
obtain that cp o ß is of finite and positive exponential growth.

Conversely, if cp o ß has finite exponential growth rate then Ledrappier [16]
(Lemma 3.7), applied to the cocycle <p o ß, says that

i„f > 0.
[yMf] |y|

The linear functional cp is then strictly positive on the closure of {A(py)/|y | : [y] G

[T]}. Since this closure is compact and generates the limit cone (Corollary 7.6) we
conclude the proof.

From now on we shall write : T x 3T ^ R for the Holder cocycle

ß<p(Y'x) := (p°ß(y>x)

and h(p for its exponential growth rate

log#{[y] e [r] : <p(\(py)) < 5}
hy lim sup

s—oo S

We can now deduce the first item of Theorem C:

Theorem 7.8. Let p: T —G be a Zariski-dense hyperconvex representation and
consider (p in the interior of<S£*. Then

hvte'^my] [r] : <p(\(py)) <t}^\
when t ^ oo.

Proof Recall that the periods of the cocycle ß^ are

ß<p(y> y+) <p(Hpy))-

The theorem is thus a direct consequence of the fact that the cocycle ß^ has finite and

positive exponential growth rate (Lemma 7.7), together with Corollary 4.1.
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Dual cocycle and Gromov product. Consider the Weyl group W of G and denote by
wo the biggest element of W associated to the choice of a+. The Opposition involution
i: a -> a is i := —wo', it sends the Weyl Chamber a+ to itself and i(A(g)) A(g_1)
for every g e G. This property implies that the Holder cocycle

ß<p := cp oiß

is a dual cocycle of ßy.
Consider some simple root a e n and the equivariant mappings —> F(Va)

and : & -> P(V^*) for Aa and A*, respectively, where Aa: G -> PGL(Va) is

the representation given by Tits [30] (see Proposition 7.2) for a.
We dehne the Gromov product Sfn : a as follows: Since : a e U}

is a basis of a* the same occurs for : a e n}. The element &n(x, y) is thus

determined by Xot(^n(x, y)) for every a e Tl. Consider the Euclidean norm || ||a

on Va determined by the formula

log II Aa(g)||o! Xa(a(g)).

We then define Xa(&n(x,}')as

|Ö(v)|
Xa(&n(x,y)) := log

llölUIMU

for some 9 e £*(x) and v e %a(y)-

Lemma 7.9. For every g e G and x,y E one has

&n(gx,gy)-&n(x,y) -(i ° o(g,x) - o(g,y)).

Proof. The lemma follows from the formula

|0og-i(gtOI |ö(v)| Ilgen ||gv||
log ii^ =Tmü ü ~ l0g mTTmm m - log "üTTiT + log

l|0°g Millen

for a norm on a vector space V, every g e PGL(F) and (6, v) e P(T*) x P(T) — A,
together with the dehnition of Sfn •

Lemma 7.9 directly implies the following:

Lemma 7.10. Let p: T -> G be a Zariski-dense hyperconvex representation and
consider cp in the interior of the dual cone then the function [•, -]^ : 32T -> R
defined as

[x,y]v cp°ö?n(£(*), £00)

is a Gromov productfor the pair ofdual cocycles {ßy, ß^}.
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Benoist [2] introduced the notion of (r, £)-proximal on

485

Definition 7.2. We say that g e G is (r, s)-proximal on if for every simple root
a e II the transformation Aag is (r, e)-proximal.

The following lemmas are the direct extension to this setting of Lemmas 5.6 and
5.7. Fix some norm || ||a on a.

Lemma 7.11 (Benoist [2]). Let r and 8 be two positives numbers. Then there exists

s > 0 such thatfor any g (r, s)-proximal on one has

\\a(g) - Hg) + &n(g-, g+)\\a < 8.

Lemma 7.12. Let p: T -> G be a Zariski-dense hyperconvex representation andfix
some r E R+ and s > 0. Then the set ofyeT with

exp(||^n(t(K-U(y+))lla)>r

such that p{y) is not (r, s)-proximal on isfinite.

Lemma 7.12 follows directly from Tits [30] (Proposition 7.2) and from the ana-

logue lemma for strictly convex representations 5.7.

Recall that h^ is the exponential growth rate of the Holder cocycle ß

log#{[y] e [r] : < 5}
h(p := limsup

s->oo S

We obtain the following result:

Theorem 7.13. Let p: T -> G be a Zariski-dense hyperconvex representation and
consider cp in the interior of the dual cone f£*. Let and be the Patterson-

Sullivan probabilities on dT associated to the cocycles ß<p and ß^. Then there exists

c > 0 such that

ce~h(pt ^ &Y- ® &Y+ P(P ® P(P

yeT: <p(a(py))<t

when t -> oo. In particular one has

ce~h(pt#{y e T: cp(a(py)) < t} ^ 1.

The proof of Theorem 7.13 follows Step by Step the method of Section 5.
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A bound for the orbital counting problem. Let X G/K be the Symmetrie space
of G and o [K] e X. Fix some Euclidean norm || || a on a invariant under the Weyl
group such that

dx(o,go)||a(g)||a

for every g e G. For a discrete subgroup A of G dehne Aa as the exponential growth
rate of an orbit on X:

log#{y e T : dx(o, < s}
ha := lim sup

s->oo S

log#{y G r : ||a(g")||a <
lim sup

s->oo S

We need the following theorem of Quint [21]:

Theorem 7.14 (Quint [21]). Let A be a Zariski-dense discrete subgroup ofG. Then

there exists a linearform 0a in the interior of the dual cone such that

log#{g e A : 0A(a(g)) <4lim sup 1

s->oo S

and hA ||©A IIa-

This form is called the growth form of the group A. Applying Corollary 7.13 to
the growth form of a hyperconvex representation one obtains a bound for the orbital
counting problem:

Corollary 7.15. Let p: T G be Zariski-dense hyperconvex representation. Then
there exists C > 0 such that

e-hp(T)t#{y e T : dx(o, p(y)o) < t} < C

for every t large enough.

Proof Write 0 for the growth form for 0p(r) of p(T) and h := hp(p). One has

®(a(py)) < ||©||||ö(i>y)|| ||©||

Thus

#{y e T : dx(o,p(y)o) <t}<#{y er : ®(a(py)) < ||@||f}.

Applying Theorem 7.14 and Theorem 7.13 one has h ||0|| and

log#{y e T : @(A(py)) < s}
he '•= lim sup

s->oo S

limsup L
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It then follows that

#{y e T : dx(o, p(y)o) < t} < #{y e T : Q(a(py)) < ht}

which, applying Theorem 7.13, is asymptotic to ceh&ht ceht. This finishes the

proof.
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